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To Create Is to Live
by KATHLE E N GLAV ICH, SND on JANU ARY 3 0 , 20 13
in BLOGS

You may have noticed that “Featured Book” in my blog’s sidebar announces my new
book of arts and crafts. It’s a resource book especially for religion teachers, but any
teacher (or parent) will find it useful. The book has led me to think about what it
means to create. Echoing my thoughts, the other night in a commercial the fashion
designer Ralph Lauren said that creating something brings great satisfaction. Using
our brains, our imaginations and skills, to produce something new is exhilarating and
makes us proud of ourselves.
A priest once told how he was corralled into teaching a class of little ones. To teach
the concept of love, he had the children create something, I believe out of clay. When
they were finished, he told the children to give their artwork to another child in the
class. Bedlam broke out. The children refused to give up their masterpieces. Some
were crying. Their creations were too precious to them to part with.
I just submitted my novel to a contest. Even if it doesn’t win, even if it is never
published, writing the book was worthwhile. It was a source of great joy. Besides a
book, what else can we create? A new recipe, a painting, an afghan, an invention, a
dance, a song. Julius Caesar supposedly said, “It is better to create than to learn!
Creating is the essence of life.” When we create, we tap into our powers and express
ourselves. What’s more, our creation may inspire and help our neighbor. Think of the
awe and pleasure that Michelangelo’s art or Beethoven’s symphonies evoke, or the
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way Edison’s light bulb jump-started the progress of the human race. But we needn’t
be a genius to create. All it takes is gumption, discipline, and an idea.
When we create something, we continue the act of creation begun by the master
Creator.

What new creation can you undertake this week?
Have you ever created something that surprised you?
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Jesus ordered us to make disciples of all
nations and teach them. Mary Kathleen, a
Sister of Notre Dame from Chardon, Ohio,
responds to this call through writing, speaking,
giving retreats, and teaching. Her motto,
adopted from Eddie Doherty’s gravesite, is “All
my words for the Word.”
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Newest Book
In "Heart to Heart with Mary: A Yearly Devotional"
Our Blessed Mother speaks to us every day of the
year and a suggestion is provided for a responsse.
It is similar to the popular book "Jesus Calling"
and can be found on Amazon or purchased from
me.

Featured Book
Totally Catholic! A Catechism for Kids and Their
Parents and Teachers
Do you wish you had a simple, child-friendly
summary of what Catholics believe? This book
took first place in the Association of Catholic
Publishers awards 2014 in the category of
Children’s Books. It can be purchased from
Pauline Books and Media or from me. ($14.95)

A Heavenly Book
Do you believe in angels? Most people do. The
Catholic Companion to Angels offers heavenly
facts about these majestic creatures, confirming
that you can turn to them for help. Uniquely, The
Angels comes with three covers (statue, stainedglass, or painting). Choose the one you like best.

Available from ACTA Publications and me.
($10.00)

My First Novel!
The Fisherman's Wife is the story of St. Peter's
spouse, the long-suffering but delightful woman
who puts up with Peter and his obsession with
the itinerant preacher named Jesus. Through her
we meet Peter, Jesus, and other biblical
characters. In Capernaum she witnesses Jesus'
healings and hears his words.The book is based
on the Gospels, legends, and what is known
about first-century Jewish women. The rest is
sheer imagination. Order directly from me FOR
AN AUTOGRAPHED COPY at kglavich@ndec.org.

A Bit of Humor
A Slow Student During indoor recess, the third
and fourth graders were playing school. Taking
part in the game, the teacher, Sister Janet, sat at
a child's desk. Adam, who was playing the
teacher, came up to her and asked, "And just how
many years have you been kept back?" (from
"Why Is Jesus in the Microwave?")
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